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It is broad consensus that segmental duration varies as a function of speech rate (e.g. [1, 

2]). Perceptual category boundaries along duration continua between long and short segments 

shift with an alteration of speaking rate in the surrounding segments such that the same 

stimuli with ambiguous duration are classified as phonemically long when the overall tempo 

of the carrier phrase is accelerated and as short when it is decelerated [3]. This compensation 

effect has been found for several typologically diverse languages, including English [4], 

Italian [1], Maltese [2], and German [5, 6], reflecting a cross-linguistic robustness of 

perceptual compensation for segmental shortening in fast speech, despite some phoneme-

dependent differences in production, with longer segments being more affected by rate than 

short ones [7, 8]. Similar, though underresearched, fine compensation differences also seem 

to exist between regional varieties: Swiss listeners of Standard German (SSG) compensated 

more for rate differences than German listeners [5] which might be linked to a greater role of 

durational cues to quantity contrasts in SSG compared to German varieties [9]. Additionally, 

these cues may be differently used in production and perception: Although SSG speakers 

consistently produced underlying short vowels with a very short duration, the same SSG 

listeners also accepted longer durations in the classification of short vowels [6]. This study 

therefore examines the production and perception of the vowel length contrast in a more 

varied set of SSG speakers and how it is affected by speech rate. Following [6], we predicted 

the boundary between long and short vowels to occur at a shorter duration in production than 

in perception (H1); following [5], we expected a significant effect of speaking rate on the 

perceptual 50% cross-over boundary (COB) (H2). We further predicted the rate effect to be 

smaller in production than in perception (H3), as shorter segments should be affected less by 

variation than longer segments in production but not necessarily in perception. 

39 diglossic speakers from Zurich and Lucerne participated in both a production and a 

subsequent perception experiment. Speakers produced in SSG and in random order various 

minimal pair words, each embedded in a carrier sentence. The set of sentences was repeated 

ten times, alternating between a normal and a fast speaking rate. The current production 

analysis focuses on 780 realizations of the minimal pair words bitter /ˈb̥iṭʰɐ/ ‘bitter’ and 

Bieter /ˈb̥iː.tʰɐ/ ‘tenderer’ as they most directly match the perceptual judgments of the same 

participants to 11 stimuli from a Bieter-bitter continuum varying only in the duration of the 

first vowel embedded in a normal and a fast speech carrier phrase. For each participant, we 

calculated the optimal category boundary (OCB) between [iː] and [i] in production (see [2]) 

and the 50% COB between [iː] and [i] in perception using the quickpsy package in R [10]. 

Regarding H1, 23 out of 39 listeners behaved as predicted in normal tempo, but only 17 in 

fast tempo, suggesting that the use of durational cues in production and perception varies as a 

function of speaker and tempo. Commensurate with Figure 1 and as predicted by H2, results 

from a linear mixed-effects model showed a significant main effect of rate on both the OCB 

and the 50 % COB (F=133.19, p<.001). The model also confirmed H3, revealing a significant 

interaction between rate and type (production vs. perception) (F=5.43, p=.022), with a larger 

effect on perception than on production (cf. Fig. 1).  

Taken together the results suggest an overall greater compensation effect in perception for 

rate-induced variation in production at the group-level, although the diminished variation in 

production is predictable by the target sound’s underlying length. The findings thus add to the 

accumulating evidence by which production and perception are not always aligned [11]. 
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Figure 1. Boundaries in ms between bitter and Bieter in fast (light blue) and normal (dark blue) speech tempo in 

production (left) and perception (right). 
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